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Abstract

Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) consisting of combinations of transcription factors (TFs) and
their cis promoters are assumed to be sufficient to direct the development of organisms. Mutations in
GRNs are assumed to be the primary drivers for the evolution of multicellular life. Here it is proven
that neither of these assumptions is correct. They are inconsistent with fundamental principles of
combinatorics of bounded encoded networks. It is shown there are inherent complexity and control
capacity limits for any gene regulatory network that is based solely on protein coding genes such as
transcription factors. This result has significant practical consequences for understanding develop-
ment, evolution, the Cambrian Explosion, as well as multi-cellular diseases such as cancer. If the
arguments are sound, then genes cannot explain the development of complex multicellular organisms
and genes cannot explain the evolution of complex multicellular life.
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1 Introduction

Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) consisting of combinations of transcription factors (TFs) and their
cis promoters are assumed to be sufficient to direct the development of organisms. Mutations in GRNs
are assumed to be the primary drivers for the evolution of multicellular life. Here it is proven that neither
of these assumptions is correct. They are inconsistent withfundamental principles of combinatorics
of bounded encoded networks. It is shown there are inherent complexity and control capacity limits
for any gene regulatory network that is based solely on protein coding genes such as transcription
factors. This result has significant practical consequences for understanding development, evolution, the
Cambrian Explosion, as well as multi-cellular diseases such as cancer. If the arguments are sound, then
genes cannot explain the development of complex multicellular organisms and genes cannot explain the
evolution of complex multicellular life1

2 Addressing networks

An addressing network Nis an address-based network that consists of a set of nodes with addresses.
The addresses define the network’s edges or links when addresses of two nodes match. Formally,
an addressing network is a tupleN = (D, I,O,Match,X) whereD is a set ofnodes. I is a set of
unitary In-addresses. O is a set ofunitary Out-addresses. Match ⊆ (O × I) is a matching relation
between unitary Out-addresses and unitary In-addresses.X is a set ofactions. Unitary addresses are
considered primitive, indivisible units that combine to form address combinations.Unitary In-addresses
are denoted by lower case letters, with or without subscripts, and an inverted wedge prefix:∨a1, . . . ,

∨am.
Unitary Out-addressesare denoted by lower case letters with a wedge prefix:∧b1, . . . ,

∧bk .

An address combinationis a sequence of zero or more unitary addresses. AnIn-address combination
denoted by Greek letters with an inverted wedge prefix, e.g.,∨α = ∨mα = ∨a1, . . . ,

∨am is a sequence of
zero or more unitary In-addresses. The superscriptmdenotes the length of the address combination. An
Out-address combination, denoted by Greek letters with a wedge prefix, is a sequence ofzero or more
unitary Out-addresses:∧β = ∧kβ = ∧b1, . . . ,

∧bk . The superscriptk denotes the length of the address
sequence.

Each nodeA in an addressing networkN has at least one In-address combination and one Out-address
combination. The general form a nodeA = ∨α1 . . .

∨αi ,X,∧β1, . . . ,
∧βo. The full In-address(full Out-

address) of a node is the sequence of unitary In-addresses (unitary Out-addresses) gotten by stringing
together the In-address (Out-address) combinations of a node. While the distinction between address
combinations and their full counterparts is useful for describing the general topology of addressing
networks, in this article we use the full description for theIn- and Out-addresses of nodes.

Let ∨A denote the fullIn-addressof nodeA which consists of a sequence ofm unitary addresses∨A =
∨mA = (∨a1 . . .

∨am) where the∨ai in ∨A are the unitary In-addresses. Let∧(A) = ∧A = ∧kA denote a
full Out-addressof nodeAwhich consists of a sequence ofk unitary Out-addresses:∧A = (∧b1 . . .

∧bk).
The number of unitary addresses in a full address called theaddress lengthor address size. A node may
have more than one full Out-address.

1This paper gives a more formal proof of the informal proof given in (Werner, E., "What Transcription Factors Can’t Do:
On the Combinatorial Limits of Gene Regulatory Networks" arXiv:1312.5565 [q-bio.MN], 2013.) However, the concepts and
arguments are just as valid in the informal proof as in this more formal version. Even though the paper is still rough and somewhat
incomplete, I put this out there for feedback from the life science, mathematics, and, more generally, the science communities.
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A unitary Out-address∧a matchesa unitary In-address∨b if (∧a,∨b) ∈ Match, i.e., if Match(∧a,∨b)
holds. The matching relationMatch is specified externally by aninterpretive-executive system(IES)
that interprets and executes the networkN. Thus, addressing networks are executable networks that are
interpreted and executed by some external system we call theIES. Examples of addressing networks
include mobile and non-mobile telephone systems, the Internet, the postal delivery service, and, as we
shall see, gene regulatory networks (GRNs).

Let X ∈ X denote some action directive. A nodeA in a addressing networkN has the general form:
(∨A,X,∧A). Ignoring the actionX component, a nodeA with munitary In-addresses∨mA andk unitary
Out-addresses∧kA is denoted variously as (∨a1 . . .

∨am|
∧b1 . . .

∧bk) = ∨mA∧k = mAk . Note, since In-
and Out-addresses are sequences and not sets of unitary addresses, two nodes with the same action and
same In- and Out-addresses need not be identical.

An Out-nodein a network is any node with at least one unitary Out-address. An In-nodeis any node
with at least one unitary In-address.

A unitary directed link(∨a → ∧b) is formed from nodeA to nodeB in networkN if ∃ ∧ai ∈
∧A =

(∧a1 . . .
∧ak) and∃ ∨bj ∈

∨B = (∨b1 . . .
∨bm) such thatMatch(∧a,∨b), i.e., (∧ai ,

∨bj ) ∈ Match.

All references to links or edges will denote unitary directed links. Note, a unitary In-address may match
more than one unitary Out-address. And, a unitary Out-address may match many unitary In-addresses.
Hence, multiple links may form between Out-nodes and In-nodes.

Nodes with no unitary Out-addresses are calledterminal nodesand denoted by∨mA∧0 = mA0 =

!A. Nodes with no unitary In-addresses are calledinaccessible nodesdenoted by∨0A∧k = 0Ak. For
example, the node0A0 is both inaccessible and terminal. The simplest accessibleOut-node is of the
form ∨1A∧1 = 1A1 = (∨a | ∧b) where an Out-nodeA has only one unitary In-address∨a and only one
unitary Out-address∧b. Given a nodeA in a networkN with a nonempty In-address∨mA for m > 0,
if there exists no node inN with a matching Out-address, then the node isinaccessible within N. Such
nodes may be accessible to external networks or signals.

3 Ordered and unordered address combinatorics

Addresses in an addressing network are formed by combinations of unitary Out-addresses and combi-
nations of basic In-addresses. Generally, in combinatorics givenn units that form combinations, if the
units are ordered, e.g., where (∨a,∨b,∨c) , (∨b,∨a,∨c) then for address combinations of lengthk there are
nk possible combinations. If the address combination are unordered, e.g., where (∨a,∨b,∨c) = (∨b,∨a,∨c),

then there are

(

n
k

)

= n!
k!(n−k)! possible unordered address combinations. Since number of possible links

in an encoded addressing networkN is bounded by the number of possible addresses, the large numbers
of both ordered and unordered address combinations appear to be sufficient to enable the generation
of large, complex networks. However, we will show that in thecase of bounded encoded addressing
networks these seemingly ample address combinations are illusory based on mistaken implicit, combi-
natorial presuppositions.
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4 Combinatoric limits of encoded addressing networks

There are fundamental combinatorial properties that can limit the control capacity of encoded net-
works.

Let NE be a sequential encoding of a networkN in a languageL. If A is a node inN thenAE is
its encoding inNE. The encoded addressMatch relationships determine the encoded links between
nodes.

Assume there are a finite numbern of unitary Out-addresses,∧b1 . . .
∧bn, encoded in the networkNE.

Assume that each unitary Out-address∧b contained in the set of unitary Out-addressesO of N is encoded
only once inNE. Assume each encoded Out-nodeAE in NE has an encoded Out-address∧A = ∧kA

consisting of a combination of at leastk ≥ 1 unitary Out-addresses. We now show that given theses
assumptions there are at mostn/k encoded Out-address combinations of lengthk in NE. Hence, by
definition, there are at mostn/k encoded Out-nodesA in the encoded networkNE.

Theorem 1.If NE containsn encoded Out-addresses and if there are no repeats of encodedunitary
Out-addresses inNE and if each Out-node contains at leastk unitary Out-addresses, then the maximum
number of Out-address combinations in an encoded networkNE is n/k.

Proof. Standard combinatorics assumes that the basic elements that form combinations can be repeated
in combinations. Thus, normally it can be assumed that unitary addresses which are the elements
that form address combinations can be repeated in those combinations. For example, (∧a,∧b,∧c) and
(∧a,∧b,∧d) are different combinations. However, these combinations repeat both the unit∧a and the unit
∧b. Under our assumption of no repeats of unitary Out-addresses, if ∧a and∧b are encoded only once
in an encoded networkNE then there can be no encoding inNE of both combinations (∧a,∧b,∧c) and
(∧a,∧b,∧d). Hence, ifk is the minimum Out-address length of each nodeAE in NE and if n is the total
number of encoded unitary Out-addresses inNE then the encoded networkNE contains at mostn/k
encoded Out-address combinations. �

Corollary 1. If NE containsn encoded Out-addresses and if there are no repeats of encodedunitary
Out-addresses inNE and if each Out-node contain at leastk unitary Out-addresses, then the maximum
number of Out-nodes in an encoded networkNE is n/k.

Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 1 by definition of Out-node. �

If k = 1 there can be at mostn encoded Out-addresses, andn Out-nodes each with only a single unitary
Out-address. The Out-nodes ofNE are called thecontrol nodesof the networkN because only Out-
nodes can initiate and direct action. They form the fundamentalcontrol backboneof the network. Thus,
given the assumptions above, the number of possible effective control nodes inNE is n/k. Thecontrol
capacityof an encoded networkNE is a function of the number of control nodes, i.e., Out-nodesin
the network. While the number of Out-nodes puts no limits on the number of In-nodes, it puts severe
restrictions on the possible control capacity of the network NE. Note, these results hold for any encoded
addressing network, not just for gene regulatory networks (GRNs) discussed below.

5 Combinatoric limits of virtual addressing networks

Relative to a set of encoded In-addresses, the Out-nodes andlinks defined by the encoded Out-addresses
form the encoded portion of the networkN which we call theprimary encoded network NE. The ques-
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tion is to what extent can network addresses and links be formed during the execution of the network.
Virtual addressesandvirtual linksare addresses and links that are not explicitly encoded inNE and are
instead generated as the network is executed by the IES. We now show that a virtual network gener-
ated by combinations of encoded addresses cannot extend thecontrol capacity of the primary encoded
network.

A virtual address∧V in a network is combination of unitary addresses not explicitly encoded as a
sequence in some Out-node in the network. Thevirtual networkgenerated by a networkNE consists of
those links (∧V → ∨DE) where the Out-address combination∧V is virtual and it matches the In-address
∨DE of some encoded In-nodeDE in NE. Let ∧V = (∧a1, . . . ,

∧ak) be any virtual Out-address that is not
encoded directly inNE.

5.1 Informal Proof

By assumption each unitary Out-address∧ai in ∧V occurs once and only once in some encoded node
B in NE. To generate the virtual Out-address combination∧V each unitary Out-address∧ai in ∧V must
be called by some Out-nodeA. Consider∧ai . To generate∧ai either it occurs directly, encoded inA
(where∧ai is in the Out-address combination∧A) or ∧ai occurs in some other node and has to be called
by an address∧d contained inA’s Out-address∧A. If ∧ai is encoded inA it cannot occur anywhere else
in N. If ∧ai is not encoded inA it has to be called by some Out-address∧d that is encoded inA and
the Out-address∧d matches an In-address encoded in∨(∧a). Assume the match is sufficient to activate
∧ai , e.g., using OR-addressing. Similarly, for any other unitary Out-address∧aj in ∧V, either∧aj ,

∧ai is
encoded inA or it has to be called byA. If called and∧aj has the same In-address for∧d as∧ai where
∧d matches both∨(∧ai) and∨(∧aj ) then the generation of∧d will generate the both unitary Out-addresses
∧ai ,
∧aj . If ∧aj has a different In-addresses from∧ai, then some Out-address∧e that matches∨(∧aj ) has to

be encoded inA or generated byA. Hence, for each combination address (∧a1, . . . ,
∧ak) generated by

∧(A) in N if a unitary sub-address∧x within the combination address∧V = (∧a1, . . . ,
∧ak) is not encoded

in ∧A, it has to be generated by∧A with call to the node that generates∧x. If the activating In-address
∨(∧x) of ∧x is different from the other unitary Out-addresses∧ai in ∧V then such a call requires at least
one more Out-address∧y that matches an In-address in∨(∧x) to activate and generate∧x.

5.2 Formal Proof

Theorem 2.If NE contains no loops and no signaling, ifNE containsn encoded unitary Out-addresses
and if there are no repeats of encoded unitary Out-addressesin NE then if a virtual address∧V of length
k ≥ 2 is generated dynamically during the execution of the network, then maximum number of virtual
address combinations that can be generated by an encoded network NE is n/k andk ≥ 2.

Proof. Let ∧V = ∧kV = (∧v1, . . . ,
∧vk) be any virtual Out-address that is not encoded directly inNE.

By definition of virtual node, there is no encoded nodeA in NE that contains all the unitary Out-
addresses in∧V. Hence, it requires at least 2 and up tok encoded Out-nodesA1 . . .Ak to generate a
virtual combination∧kV such that each encoded node contains a subset of the unitary Out-addresses
in the virtual address combination. Assume, without loss ofgenerality, that two Out-nodes,A andB,
generate∧kV.

Given a virtual Out-address∧kV is generated by two Out-nodesA andB, let ∧xVA be the sub-address
sequence generated byA and∧yVB be the sub-address sequence generated byB. Since by assumption
unitary Out-addresses are only encoded once,∧A cannot intersect∧B. Hence,x + y ≥ k andA andB
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together generate the full virtual address∧kV = ∧kVA,B. Thus, the generation of a virtual address∧kV of
sizek uses upk unitary addresses. By assumption, there are at mostn unitary addresses available in the
networkN. By definition, virtual Out-address consists of at least twounitary Out-addresses. Therefore,
there are at mostn/2 virtual addresses can be generated by any (simple -no loops, no signaling) encoded
networkN. More generally, if each virtual address is of size≥ k, then at mostn/k virtual combinations
can generated by a network of sizen andk ≥ 2. �

6 Gene Regulatory Networks as addressing networks

Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) consist of transcription factor genes (TF-genes) that generate tran-
scription factor proteins (TF-proteins) that bind to cis promoters (TF-promoters) of genes resulting
in their possible activation. If TF-genes are mapped to unitary Out-addresses and TF-promoters are
mapped to unitary In-addresses, then Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) can viewed as instances of
addressing networks. Gene Regulatory Networks are encodedlinearly in genomes. Thus, GRNs are
instances of linearly encoded addressing networks.

The encoded links between nodes in GRNs consist oftranscription factor genes(TF-genes) and their cis
promoter sequences (TF-promoters) that bind and catch matching TF-proteins generated by TF-genes.
TF-promoters are normally associated with one or more geneswhich are activated once their cis TF-
promoters is loaded. Thus, GRNs are addressing networks where the nodes of the network are linked by
addresses that match in some way. Combinations of TFs form the addresses of GRNs. TF-promoters,
denoted by∨tfi , combine to form the In-addresses of nodes in GRNs. TF-genesare denoted by∧tf. Indi-
vidual TF-genes, denoted by∧tf j , correspond to the unitary Out-addresses of addressing networks. TF-
promoters are denoted by∨tf. A nodeA in a GRN has the general formA = (∨tf1 . . . ∨tfm,X, ∧tf1 . . . ∧tfk)
with m ≥ 0 andk ≥ 0. ∨A = (∨tf1 . . . ∨tfm) is the node’s In-address or cis promoter site and consists
of zero or more TF-promoters∨tfi . The Out-address∧A = (∧tf1 . . . ∧tfm) consists of zero or more the
TF-genes∧tf j . X is a, possibly null, cell action-directive. The simplest linking node in a GRN has the
formA = (∨tf | ∧tf) with an In-address∨A = (∨tf) consisting of a single TF-promoter∨tf and a unitary
Out-address∧A = (∧tf) consisting of single TF-gene∧tf.

6.1 Cis Promoter Logic

We use the term TF-promoter for both cis regulatory promoters, repressors and activators (see [8, 7]).
The activation of a particular nodeA with promoter∨kA will depend on its cis-regulatory logic [4, 1, 2,
3, 6]. If it has AND-logic then all sub-addresses∨tfi ∈ ∨kAmust be loaded by their matching TF-protein
◦tfi . If it has OR-logic then only one of the sub-addresses∨tfi needs to be loaded to activate the gene.
The cis-regulatory logic can be quite complex such as a Boolean function, or a threshold logic function.
Nor does it matter that there appears to be no canonical address relationship between TFs and their cis
promoters. The nature of the cis-regulatory activation logic is independent of the combinatorial proof
since it does not depend on the activation logic nor on the execution of the network by the IES. All that
is needed for the proof is that TF-genes and TF-promoters areencoded in the genome and form links by
some matching relationship.
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6.2 Consequences: Size limits of GRN networks

Given there are at most 1,000 TF-genes in extant genomes, then if the In-addresses of gene promoters
would require justk = 1 matching TFs, then there are at most 1,000 control nodes in apure GRN.
Hence, there would be at most 1,000 links in the network. For abinary decision tree would have a depth
of at most 9. 29 = 512 has 2n+1 − 1 = 1023 Out-nodes and 2n+1 − 2 = 1022 Out-addresses or links.
For a network that controls the movement, division and differentiation of billions of cells, a network
with only 1,000 control nodes and a depth of between 1,000 fora linear control path and 9 for a binary
tree control structure, cannot generate the complex outputsequences necessary for space-time control
of the embryonic development of complex multicellular organisms. Hence, the traditional theories
of development and evolution based on GRNs cannot be adequate. They cannot explain the control
of such complex dynamic processes and they cannot explain the evolution of complex multicellular
organism.

7 Control capacity of networks

Let N∗
A

be the set of possible paths through a network starting from anodeA. If viewed in terms of
action sequences that the paths inN∗

A
generate thenN∗

A
is the extensional representation of theaction

strategyπ(NA) of the network whereπ∗(NA) = N∗
A

. Thecontrol capacityof a networkN relative to a
start nodeA is a function of the number, length and complexity of possible paths inN∗

A
. Thegenerative

capacityof a networkN relative to a start nodeA is a function of the maximally complex output that a
path inN∗

A
can generate.

7.1 Limits of cis evolutionary capacity

Adding cis-promoters does not increase network size or control capacity. The current network based
view of how organisms evolve is that the cis promoters of genes evolve, while transcription factor
genes are evolutionarily conserved over hundreds of millions of years [2, 1, 5, 4, 6]. In the language
of addressing networks, transformations of gene regulatory networks are limited to changes in the In-
addresses of nodes. Thus, pure cis promoter evolution is restricted to In-address evolution and, therefore,
cannot increase network size and capacity2

This limits evolution to changes in topology of the network without increasing its size or capacity. The
topology of a networkN can be transformed when In-addresses are modified. In-address transforma-
tions can result in novel developmental phenotypes.

7.2 Evolutionary capacity defined

A 1st order address operatorα1 on an addressing networkN changes a unitary address of some node in
N without changing the number of nodes inN. A 2nd order node operatorα2 on an addressing network
N adds to or deletes nodes fromN. A 2nd order Out-address operatoronN adds to or deletes Out-nodes
from N. 1st order address operators result in transformations of network topology leaving the number

2Critique: Unless there exist Out-nodes with no matching In-nodes. Then adding In-addresses to inaccessible In-nodes can
change the network topology and extend its connected functional size.
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of nodes constant. Combinations of 1st order address and generative 2nd order (copy/delete/replace)
operators result in network transformations of topology, growth, complexity and capacity3.

Let thecis evolutionary capacitycis∗(N) be the set of all possible networks that can be generated from
a given networkN if only the In-addresses of nodes inN are changed, i.e., if only 1st order In-address
transformations are allowed while Out-addresses are unchanged and the numbern of Out-nodes remains
constant.

7.3 Invariance of control capacity under cis-transforms

Note, all networksNi ∈ cis∗(N) have the same set of unitary Out-addresses and Out-nodes. If some
Out-nodes inN are inaccessible inN they may become accessible in some transformNT ∈ cis∗(N)
leading to a greater control capacity. However, if all Out-nodes are accessible inN then the control
backbone of any cis transformed networkNT ∈ cis∗(N) remains invariant. Hence, the maximal control
capacity of the network under cis transforms remains invariant.

No cis-network (In-address network) resulting from In-address operators onN, however complicated,
can increase the combinatorial address capacity on an encoded networkNE. While there is no restriction
on repeating In-addresses, the restriction on Out-addresscombinations limits the control capacity of
the network. Regardless of the number of cis promoter In-addresses one adds to the network, it does
not increase the Out-node number of the network. All transformations, additions, or deletions of In-
addresses can do is change to links and thereby the topology of the network and change the sets of
terminal nodes that are linked in. While this can significantly change the behavior of the network, it
does not change the control backbone. Thus, its ability growin complexity is limited by constant size of
the control backbone. It cannot reflect the complexity of control needed to generate the complexity of
space-time events that occur in embryogenesis and evolution. It cannot grow in complexity in response
to evolutionary pressures. It fundamentally limits the evolutionary capacity of the organism.

7.4 Non-additive 1st order trans evolutionary capacity

An 1st order Out-address operator (mutation)of a networkN changes the Out-address∧A of Out-nodes
A in N where Out-address transforms of∧A include modification of a given unitary Out-address, unitary
Out-address additions and deletions . A 1st order Out-address operator is an Out-address transformation
that is non-additive and leaves the number of Out-nodes unchanged. It does not add Out-nodes by adding
Out-addresses to terminal nodes.

Let the 1st order Out-address Evolutionary Capacitytrans∗(N) be the set of all possible networks
that can be generated from an addressing networkN if only the Out-addresses of Out-nodes inN are
changed, i.e., if only 1st order Out-address transformations of Out-nodes are allowed. By definition, 1st
order Out-address transforms are non-additive leaving thenumber of Out-nodes invariant because they
leave the terminal nodes with empty Out-addresses unchanged.

Any Out-address transform that stays within the address space of a networkN, except for addition or
subtraction, can simulated by a sequence of In-address transforms ofN.

Question: Are the (1st order, 2nd order) In-address networkmanifolds and Out-address network mani-
folds equivalent?

3Question: How does evolutionary capacity relate to controlcapacity?
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7.5 Additive 2nd order trans evolutionary capacity

A 2nd oder Out-address transformationof a networkN modifies the Out-address any nodeA ∈ N,
including terminal nodes with empty Out-addresses, changing, adding to or deleting unitary Out-address
from ∧A.

Let the 2nd order trans evolutionary capacityor Generative Evolutionary Capacitymeta∗(N) of a
networkN be the set of all possible networks that can be generated if Out-nodes can be created and
added to the networkN such that the network’s control backbone can grow and additive 2nd order
Out-address transformations are allowed.

The developmental capacity of a network both enables and limits the possible complexity its output.
The developmental capacity is bounded by the its control capacity which is defined by the number of
Out-nodes in the network. The evolutionary capacity of a network depends on what kinds of network
mutations or transformations are allowed. Pure 1st order cis (In-address) and 1st order trans (Out-
address) transformations place inherent limits on the evolution of developmental network capacity and
corresponding output complexity because they do not increase the number of Out-nodes in the network.
The evolution of complex organisms only becomes possible with 2nd order additive trans (Out-address)
transformations that create and link new Out-nodes into thenetwork. Addition of Out-nodes enables the
evolution of increase in network size and complexity which,in turn, allows a corresponding increase in
the developmental capacity of evolving addressing networks.

8 Conclusion

Given no loops or cycles and no random generation of Out-addresses, if all unitary Out-addresses in
a virtual combination∧V have have the same In-address by which they can be activated by the same
unitary Out-address then an encoded networkNE with n encoded Out-nodes, can generate at mostn
different virtual address combinations. If any two unitary Out-addresses in∧V require activation by
different unitary Out-addresses, then if the minimum length of any virtual Out-address∧V is at least
k then an encoded networkNE with n encoded Out-nodes, can generate at mostn/k different virtual
Out-address combinations.

Therefore, each encoded unitary Out-address∧x in a virtual address combination∧(V) generated by
∧A (where the virtual address is encoded elsewhere and not in∧A) has to be generated by means of a
new encoded Out-address∧y. Since, by assumption unitary Out-addresses, whether in combinations or
not, are only encoded once inNE, then since address combinations (∧a1, . . . ,

∧ak) use unitary addresses
repeatedly, most address combinations arevirtual and not explicitly encoded inNE. Therefore, virtual
address combinations have to be generated as the network is executed. By the proof above, any virtual
combination∧(V) = (∧a1, . . . ,

∧ak) (i.e., not encoded explicitly inN) requires at least one and up to
k new Out-addresses (∧x1, . . . ,

∧xk) that match the In-addresses (∨(∧a1), . . . ,∨(∧ak)) of that combination
respectively. However, if there are onlyn unitary Out-addresses inNE, there can be at mostn/k Out-
address combinations of lengthk available inNE. Hence, if each unitary address in a virtual address
combination requires a distinct In-address then the network NE cannot have more thann/k Out-address
combinations be they explicit or virtual. At best if of all unitary addresses in a virtual combination have
the same In-address, then there can be at mostn distinct virtual address combinations.

Hence, the virtual networkNV that consists of non-encoded Out-addresses that have combination ad-
dresses that repeat unitary Out-addresses, cannot be greater than the encoded networkNE. In other
words, the encoded networkNE cannot generate a more complex, larger virtual address space needed
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for a larger virtual network. This means that transcriptionfactor networks (GRNs) cannot by themselves
create a large virtual address space.

If the arguments are correct, then genes cannot explain development or the evolution of meta-
zoans.
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